Role of Preprocedural Computed Tomography in Transcatheter Aortic Valve Implantation

Stellenwert der präprozeduralen Computertomografie bei kathetergestützten Aortenklappenimplantationen

Abstract

Transcatheter aortic valve implantation (TAVI) is currently considered an acceptable alternative for the treatment of patients with severe aortic stenosis and a high perioperative risk or a contraindication for open surgery. The benefit of TAVI significantly outweighs the risk of the procedure in patients requiring treatment that are not suitable for open surgery, and leads to a lower mortality in the one-year follow-up. The absence of a direct view of the aortic root and valve remains a challenge for the transcatheter approach. While direct inspection of the aortic valve during open surgery allows an adequate prosthesis choice, it is crucial for TAVI to know the individual anatomical details prior to the procedure in order to assure adequate planning of the procedure and proper prosthesis choice and patient selection. Among the imaging modalities available for the evaluation of patients prior to TAVI, computed tomography (CT) plays a central role in patient selection. CT reliably visualizes the dimensions of the aortic root and allows a proper choice of the prosthesis size. The morphology of the access path and relevant comorbidities can be assessed. The present review summarizes the current state of knowledge regarding the value of CT in the evaluation of patients prior to TAVI.

Key Points:

- CT plays a central role in patient selection and planning prior to TAVI.
- CT reliably detects the dimensions of the aortic root including the size of the aortic annulus, the degree of valve calcification and the morphology of the access routes.
- CT provides a more accurate measurement of the aortic annulus than 2D TEE and CT is the only imaging modality that allows a risk assessment for paravalvular leakages based on the calcification of the aortic valve.
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liegende Übersichtsarbeiten fasst den aktuellen Stand des Wissens zum Stellenwert der CT bei der Evaluation von Patienten vor TAVI zusammen.

**Introduction**

Transcatheter aortic valve implantation (TAVI), which was performed for the first time in a human in 2002, is currently considered an acceptable alternative for treating patients with severe aortic stenosis (AS) and a high perioperative risk or a contraindication for open surgical aortic valve replacement [1, 2].

AS is the most common heart valve disease in the Western world and primarily occurs at an advanced age [3]. Valve replacement is generally indicated when the stenosis is symptomatic [2, 4]. While open surgical aortic valve replacement is a low-risk procedure and is considered the gold standard, it is contraindicated in up to 30% of older patients with symptomatic AS [5]. The reason for this is the increased perioperative risk due to comorbidities such as a reduced left ventricular ejection fraction, renal dysfunction, or a chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [5]. However, if left untreated, symptomatic AS has a poor prognosis with an annual mortality rate of 25% [6].

The benefits of TAVI significantly outweigh the risk of the procedure in patients requiring treatment that are not suitable for open surgical aortic valve replacement and leads to a reduction of the mortality in the one-year follow-up of approximately 50% [7]. In patients with an increased perioperative risk, it was able to be shown that TAVI is not inferior to open surgical aortic valve replacement with respect to mortality [8].

The spectrum of complications during TAVI differs from those of open surgical aortic valve replacement. Cerebral infarctions and method-associated complications, such as vascular damage or bleeding, occurred more frequently [7, 8]. Moreover, paravalvular leaks, which are associated with a higher mortality rate when severe, were frequently observed [9]. The current state of knowledge regarding TAVI procedures is comprehensively summarized in a consensus article by large American and European professional associations [2].

A challenge in the catheter-assisted procedure is the lack of a direct view of the aortic root and valve during implantation. While the aortic valve can be directly inspected and a prosthesis can be selected during open surgical aortic valve replacement, it is necessary in the case of TAVI to know the individual anatomical details prior to the procedure to allow adequate planning of the procedure and suitable prosthesis and patient selection.

Suitable and frequently used preprocedural imaging modalities are transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) and multi-row computed tomography (CT), while magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is used less frequently [10, 11]. CT is routinely performed in many large centers to evaluate patients prior to TAVI [12, 13]. A further indication of the increasing importance of CT is a recently published consensus document by the Society of Cardiovascular Computed Tomography (SCCT; [14]). Fluoroscopy, TEE, and sometimes 3D rotation angiography are primarily used intraprocedurally [2, 15].

**Available prostheses and implantation techniques**

The most important prostheses that are currently available for TAVI and have been primarily used for this procedure to date are the self-expanding Medtronic CoreValve™ (Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN, USA) and the balloon-expandable Edwards SAPIEN™ (Edwards Lifescience, Irvine, CA, USA) (Fig. 1). There are additional prostheses types which in some cases have only been used in studies thus far [16].

The Medtronic CoreValve™ prosthesis is comprised of a nitinol frame that supports a tricuspid valve made of porcine pericardial tissue. The middle of the prosthesis is tapered, and the valve of the prosthesis has a slight supra-annular position. The prosthesis is available in sizes 23 mm, 26 mm, 29 mm, and 31 mm and is typically implanted transfemorally or alternatively via the subclavian artery in exceptional cases. This requires an 18F delivery system [14, 17].

Depending on the version, the Edwards SAPIEN™ prosthesis is comprised of a cylindrical stainless steel or cobalt-chromium frame which supports a tricuspid valve made of bovine pericardial tissue. The lower two-thirds of the frame and the stent graft are covered, while the upper third is not.

**Fig. 1** a Medtronic CoreValve™ (Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN, USA). The prosthesis has a narrowed shape at the height of the aortic sinus and coronary ostia. b Edwards SAPIEN™ (Edwards Lifescience, Irvine, CA, USA). This prosthesis has a cylindrical shape. The lower two-thirds of the frame are covered and placed into the aortic annulus while the upper third without cover is placed into the aortic sinus.
covered. The prosthesis is placed with the covered portion in the aortic annulus while the uncovered part extends into the aortic bulb. The following sizes are available: 23 mm, 26 mm, and 29 mm. The preferred implantation paths are transfemoral and transapical. 16F or 18F delivery systems are used for the transfemoral implantation route and 24F or 26F systems for the transapical implantation route. The version based on a cobalt-chromium frame can be introduced with a smaller 18F delivery system [14, 18]. In addition to the transfemoral and transapical implantation routes and implantation via the subclavian artery when using small delivery systems, a transaortic implantation route via the ascending aorta was also described [19].

During implantation, the prostheses are anchored in the aortic annulus and the native aortic valve cusps are pressed against the wall of the aortic bulb.

Preprocedural computed tomography

While severe AS is typically diagnosed via echocardiography and Doppler in accordance with the current guidelines starting at an aortic valve orifice area < 1 cm² (< 0.6 cm²/m²) or an average gradient > 40 – 50 mmHg [24 – 26], the suitability of a patient for TAVI and the planning of the procedure are largely derived from preprocedural imaging [2].

There are currently no established recommendations for imaging in the case of TAVI evaluation, resulting in significant variability in imaging protocols depending on the experience of the particular medical facility.

Aortic root

Measuring the aortic annulus

The measurement of the aortic annulus is one of the most important steps in the evaluation prior to TAVI and is the basis for the selection of the prosthesis size. The aortic annulus as the landing zone for prosthesis implantation cannot be directly visualized. The aortic annulus is defined as a virtual ring running on one plane through the basal insertions of the aortic valve cusps [20, 21]. During implantation, the prostheses are anchored in the aortic annulus and the native aortic valve cusps are pressed against the wall of the aortic bulb.
of paravalvular leaks [7, 8]. Moreover, the selection of the prosthesis size differed in further studies on the basis of the imaging modality used [23, 30, 31]. Performing measurements during the procedure via 3D rotation angiography is also not recommended since a high interobserver variability compared to CT was described [15] and the size of the aortic annulus would no longer be available as a parameter for preprocedural patient selection. For the measurement it is necessary to create a multiplanar reconstruction on the basis of thin-slice images and to place a plane through the 3 lowest insertion points of the aortic valve cusps. The aortic annulus is typically oval on this plane (Fig. 3).

It is recommended to derive the diameter of the aortic annulus as the so-called effective diameter of the cross-sectional area \( D = 2 \sqrt{\frac{\text{area}}{\pi}} \) or the perimeter \( D = \text{perimeter}/\pi \) since these dimensions also provide reliable values in the case of differences in the shape of the aortic annulus [23]. In addition, an average diameter can be calculated from the separately measured short and long diameters. Since the aortic annulus has the largest cross-sectional area in systole (30% RR interval), this cardiac phase should be used for measuring the area-based effective diameter [14, 23]. An effective diameter derived from the perimeter is presumably less susceptible to the change in the cross-sectional area during the cardiac cycle [32] (Fig. 4).

**Relationship between coronary ostia, aortic sinus, and aortic valve cusp length**

The complex 3-dimensional structure of the aortic sinus is usually onion-shaped but can have a tubular shape in some patients. In these patients there is less or insufficient space for the native aortic valve cusps that are displaced to the sinus wall by the prosthesis, thus potentially resulting in coronary obstructions with a potentially fatal outcome (Fig. 5).

The position of the coronary ostia can also vary. While the coronary ostia are at sufficient distance from the aortic annulus for prosthesis implantation in most patients, some patients have low coronary ostial heights with a distance of only several millimeters from the aortic annulus. This also poses a potential risk for coronary obstructions (Fig. 6). Coronary anomalies with an atypical position of the ostia can also present a problem. The average distances of the coronary ostia are in the range of 12 – 16 mm for the right coronary artery and 12 – 17 mm.
for the left coronary artery [23, 27]. However, this can vary in both coronary arteries with very short distances of only a few millimeters [23]. The risk of a coronary obstruction presumably depends on the relationship between ostial distance, aortic sinus size, and aortic valve cusp length. If the implanted prosthesis presses the native aortic valve cusps into the coronary sinus, a large sinus, high coronary ostia, and short aortic valve cusps are associated with a low risk of coronary obstruction while long aortic valve cusps, short ostial distances, and a tubular sinus are associated with a high risk. However, the risk resulting from these three anatomical parameters has not yet been conclusively studied. In general, it is assumed that the risk for a coronary obstruction when using the Medtronic CoreValve™ prosthesis is low due to the tapered shape which takes up less space on the level of the coronary sinus, while a minimal ostial distance of 10 – 14 mm is recommended for the cylindrical Edwards SAPIEN™ prosthesis [14, 33].

While it is difficult and often unreliable to measure ostial distances using 2D TEE, CT is highly suitable for this purpose due to the ability to use multiplanar reconstructions from 3D data. In this case, the distance from the inferior edge of the coronary ostium to the aortic annulus plane can be measured perpendicularly (Fig. 7).

In the case of tricuspid valves, the aortic sinus is not round and can be described either as the maximum diameter or by three individual diameters from a coronary sinus to the opposite intercommissural part of the sinus. The left and right aortic valve cusps can be visualized most reliably in diastole (70% RR interval) and characterized by a polygon-based distance measurement (Fig. 8). If the distance between the cusp insertion and the left/right coronary artery is subtracted from the aortic valve cusp length, the potential degree of overlapping for a coronary ostium at maximum lateral displacement of the cusp can be estimated on the basis of the difference. However, the clinical importance of a potential degree of overlapping has not yet been substantiated by studies.

**Degree of aortic valve calcification**

In the case of AS, the aortic valve usually exhibits significant or excessive calcification (Fig. 9). While the cusps and annular calcifications are removed during open surgical aortic valve replacement, the calcifications are pressed to the side into the aortic sinus by the prosthesis in the case of TAVI. In the case of significant calcification of the cusps, this increases the risk for coronary obstructions [27, 34]. There is also a risk of paravalvular leaks since the calcifications prevent the prosthesis from fully unfolding and from properly resting against the wall of the aortic annulus [35 – 38]. In a study including 120 patients who all received an Edwards SAPIEN™ prosthesis via transapical TAVI, we were able to show that the degree of calcification is a predictor for relevant post-procedural, paravalvular leaks [36]. Consideration of the degree of calcification when determining indication is thus recommended since relevant paravalvular leaks are associated with a significantly higher mortality rate [9]. While the degree of calcification was determined in our study via a me-
method derived from the Agatston score for coronary arteries [39] on the basis of a separate native scan, a standardized method for describing the degree of calcification has not yet been established in the clinical routine. For the sake of orientation, a probability for the occurrence of a relevant paravalvular leak, which is for example 20% with a valve calcification score of approx. 2000 and 50% with a score of approx. 3700, can be derived on the basis of our study data. Therefore, the degree of calcification should first be evaluated visually on the basis of contrast-enhanced scans.

**Angulation of the aortic annulus plane**

Before a prosthesis is implanted in the aortic annulus, it is necessary to verify that the prosthesis is in correct alignment in relation to the aortic annulus. For this purpose, the projection is aligned by means of aortography via a catheter in the ascending aorta so that the three lowest points of the cusps are on one plane and the right coronary cusp is projecting exactly between the left coronary cusp and the non-coronary cusp. If the prosthesis is aligned parallel to the fluoroscopic beam path so that the edges of the prosthesis opening project over one another and the prosthesis opening is not visible, it can be assumed that the prosthesis is parallel to the aortic annulus.

If the patient is positioned with almost the same alignment during the TAVI procedure as during preprocedural CT, the same angle used in CT can be used for setting the fluoroscopy projection to be parallel to the aortic vale. As described above, the aortic annulus plane is set as a multiplanar reconstruction and the angle of a plane that is perpendicular to the aortic annulus and runs through the center of the right coronary sinus and the opposite intercommissural part of the sinus is measured. As a result, the projection angle can be reliably predicted, aortography for aligning fluoroscopy can be eliminated, and the procedure duration and radiation exposure can be lowered [40–42].

**Aorta and iliofemoral vessels**

Vascular complications during TAVI procedures were a major cause of mortality and morbidity in the initial phase of TAVI procedures in the case of a transfemoral access path [7, 8, 43]. However, as a result of the use of smaller delivery systems and better patient selection, the rates of vascular complications could be significantly lowered [44]. Relevant arteriosclerosis, vessel course, and the diameter of the delivery system in relation to the minimum diameter of the access path are associated with vascular complications [44, 45].

CT makes it possible to evaluate all common access paths in one examination. The degree of calcification of the aorta and iliofemoral vessels can be reliably visualized and stenoses or the minimum vessel diameter can be determined on the basis of curved reconstructions. Eccentric plaques or thrombotic deposits in the aorta which can represent a risk of embolization during mechanical manipulation can be...
Evaluation of the vessel course and the presence of kinking can be clearly evaluated in 3D reconstructions (Fig. 10).

Examination protocols
The examination protocols can vary depending on the scanner technology used. To be able to plan the optimum access path, the scan should cover the entire aorta including the subclavian arteries and the iliofemoral arteries with arterial contrast enhancement. The region of the aortic root should be imaged with ECG triggering to prevent motion artifacts and to allow measurement in a defined cardiac phase, preferably in systole (30% RR interval) [14, 23]. ECG triggering can be performed retrospectively or prospectively and should be restricted to the heart or the aortic root to minimize radiation exposure. In the case of scanners with a prospectively triggered high pitch mode, the examination can be completed with a single scan. Two acquisitions should be planned if a single source scanner is used, namely one ECG-triggered scan of the aortic root and a second scan without ECG triggering of the aorta including the subclavian arteries and the iliofemoral arteries. In the case of scanners with a short switching time between two scans, one contrast medium bolus is sufficient. Otherwise, a second bolus is needed for the second acquisition. Sample scan protocols for 64-row and 128-row dual-source units are provided in Table 1.

Slice thicknesses of less than 1 mm are desirable for the necessary multiplanar reconstructions. In principle, the lowest possible amount of contrast medium should be selected due to the renal insufficiency that is often present in patients prior to TAVI. Protocols with reduced amounts of contrast medium of up to 50 ml for the above-mentioned scanning area are described in the literature [46]. However, such a low amount of contrast medium can only be achieved in the case of units with a very high scanning speed.

Although the coronary arteries are always also scanned, they usually cannot be satisfactorily assessed due to the often increased heart rate in these patients caused by symptomatic AS. Lowering the heart rate with betablockers is not recommended because of the severe AS. Furthermore, the attempt to use a minimal amount of contrast medium results in iodine administration rates that are less than optimal for coronary evaluation.

Findings and image documentation
Due to the complexity of TAVI evaluation and the numerous parameters, it is recommended to use standardized findings and image documentation to record the measured

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{parameters} & \text{64-row} & \text{128-row dual-source} \\
\hline
\text{1st phase} & \text{2nd phase} & \text{1st phase} \\
\hline
\text{scanning area} & \text{aortic root} & \text{apex of the lung – symphysis} & \text{apex of the lung – symphysis} \\
\text{ECG triggering} & \text{retrospective} & \text{none} & \text{prospective (high-pitch)} \\
\text{scanning direction} & \text{caudocranial} & \text{craniocaudal} & \text{craniocaudal} \\
\text{collimation (mm)} & 64 \times 0.625 & 64 \times 0.625 & 128 \times 0.75 \\
\text{slice thickness (mm)} & \langle 1 & \langle 1 & \langle 1 \\
\text{tube voltage (kV)} & 100 – 120 & 100 – 120 & 100 – 120 \\
\text{tube current, modulated (mAs)} & 300 & 300 & 300 \\
\text{contrast medium amount (ml)/ flow rate (seconds)} & 60/3 & 60/3 & 60/3 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]
values in order to ensure clarity. The relevant findings parameters are specified in detail in a table in the SCCT consensus document and are summarized in Tab. 2 [14]. Image documentation depends on the conditions of the particular institution and can only be represented here by way of example on the basis of our own experience. In general, it is recommended to generate a 3D reconstruction of the aorta including the pelvic vessels for orientational evaluation of the vessel course, potential aneurysms, and the degree of calcification. The right and left pelvic axes as well as the aorta can be effectively evaluated with regard to stenosis as curved reconstructions in a radial series. Potential stenoses can be measured on most postprocessing workstations and the minimum vessel diameters can be stored as image findings. The aortic annulus measurement should start with clear documentation of the planning of the aortic annulus plane and then include short and long diameters, area-based and circumference-based diameters, area and circumference of the aortic annulus as image findings. The coronary distances and the diameter of the sinus, sinotubular junction and the ascending aorta are to be documented as additional image findings.

Summary
CT is of central importance among the imaging modalities available for evaluating patients prior to TAVI. It can reliably acquire all imaging-based parameters required for adequate patient selection and procedure planning in one scan. This includes the dimensions of the aortic root including the size of the aortic annulus, the degree of calcification of the valve, and the morphology of the possible access paths. CT makes it possible to measure the aortic annulus more precisely than with 2D TEE and to evaluate the risk for paravalvular leaks on the basis of the degree of calcification of the aortic valve. Therefore, CT is suitable as the basis for selecting prostheses and the type of implantation.
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